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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE AND LICENSE OF TANDY COMPUTER EQUIPMENT AND SOFTWARE 
PURCHASED FROM RADIO SHACK COMPANY-OWNED COMPUTER CENTERS, RETAIL STORES AND 

RADIO SHACK FRANCHISEES OR DEALERS AT THEIR AUTHORIZED LOCATIONS 

LIMITED WARRANTY 
I. CUSTOMER OBLIGATIONS 

A. CU5 OMER assumes tuii responsibility that this computer hardware purchased (the ‘'Equipment"), and any copies of software included with the 
Equipment or licensed separately (the ‘ Software ") meets the specifications, capacity, capabilities, versatility, and other requirements of CUSTOMER 

B. CUSTOMER assumes full responsibility for the condition and effectiveness of the operating environment in which the Equipment and Software are to 
function, and for its installation. 

II. LIMITED WARRANTIES ANO CONDITIONS OF SALE 

A. For a period of ninety (90) calendar days from the date of the Radio Shack sales document received upon purchase of the Equipment. RADIO SHACK 
warrants to the original CUSTOMER that the Equipment and the medium upon which the Software is stored is free from manufacturing defects. This 
warranty is only applicable to purchases of Tandy Equipment by the original customer from Radio Shack company-owned computer center*, retail 
stores, and Radio Shack franchisees and dealers at their authorized locations. The warranty is void if the Equipment's case or cabinet has been opened, 
or if the Equipment or Software has been subjected to improper or abnormal use. If a manufactunng defect is discovered during the stated warranty 
period, the defective Equipment must be returned to a Radio Shack Computer Center, a Radio Shack retail store, a participating Radio Shack franchisee or 
a participating Radio Shack dealer for repair along with a copy of the sales document or lease agreement The original CUSTOMER S sole and exclusive 
remedy in the event of a defect is limited to the correction of the defect by repair, replacement, or refund of the purchase pnce. at RADIO SHACK'S 
election ana sole expense RAOIO SHACK has no obligation to replace or repair expendable items. 

B. ^'0 SHACK makes no warranty as to the design, capability, capacity, or suitability tor use of the Software, except as provided in this paragraph 
Software is licensed on an AS IS" basis, without warranty The original CUSTOMER'S exclusive remedy, m the event of a Software manufacturing defect, 
is its repair or replacement w*thin thirty (30) calendar days of the date of the Radio Shack sales document received upon license of the Software. The 
defective Software shall be returned to a Radio Shack Computer Center, a Radio Shack retail store, a participating Radio Shack franchisee or Radio Shack 
dealer along with the sales document. 

C cuArl-38 provl^ed herem no emP,0Yee> agent, franchisee, dealer or other person is authorized to give any warranties of any nature on behalf of RAOIO 
SHACK. 

° “C.^P„T AS PR0V,DE0 HEREIN RADI° SHACK MAKES NO EXPRESS WARRANTIES, AND ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE IS LIMITED IN ITS DURATION TO THE DURATION OF THE WRITTEN LIMITED WARRANTIES SET FORTH 
HEREIN. 

E. Some states do not allow (imitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitation(s) may not apply to CUSTOMER 

III. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 

A PR0V,0E0 HERE,N- RADIO SHACK SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY OR RESPONSIBILITY TO CUSTOMER OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY 
WITH RESPECT TO ANY LIABILITY. LOSS OR DAMAGE CAUSEO OR ALLEGEO TO BE CAUSED OIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY BY "EQUIPMENT" OR 

SOFTWARE" SOLO. LEASED, LICENSED OR FURNISHED BY RADIO SHACK. INCLUDING. BUT NOT LIMITED TO. ANY INTERRUPTION OF SERVICE. 
LOSS OF BUSINESS OR ANTICIPATORY PROFITS OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM THE USE OR OPERATION OF THE "EQUIPMENT ' 
OR "SOFTWARE." IN NO EVENT SHALL RADIO SHACK BE LIABLE FOR LOSS OF PROFITS, OR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY BREACH OF THIS WARRANTY OR IN ANY MANNER ARISING OUT OF OR CONNECTED WITH THE SALE LEASE 
LICENSE. USE OR ANTICIPATED USE OF THE "EQUIPMENT" OR "SOFTWARE." 

™E AB0VE LIMITAT,0NS AND WARRANTIES, RADIO SHACK’S LIABILITY HEREUNDER FOR DAMAGES INCURREO BY CUSTOMER 
OR OTHERS SHALL NOT EXCEED THE AMOUNT PAID BY CUSTOMER FOR THE PARTICULAR "EQUIPMENT" OR "SOFTWARE" INVOLVED 

B. RADIO SHACK shall not be liable for any damages caused by delay in delivery or furnishing Equipmert and/or Software. 

C. No action arising out of any daimeo breach of this Warranty or transactions under this Warranty may be brought more than two (2) years after the cause 
of action has accrued or more than foar (4) years after the date of the Radio Shack sales document for the Equipment or Software, whichever first occurs 

° pJTJnS * n0t all0W eh€ ,,mitatl0n or exc,usion of in©dentai or consequential damages, so the above limitation(s) or exclusions) may not appiy to 
CUo IUMER. 

IV. SOFTWARE LICENSE 

RAOIO SHACK Brants to CUSTOMER a "on-exclu&ve. paid-up license to use the TANDY SoWe on one computer, subiect to the follow.™ provisions 
A. Except as otherwise provided m this Software L«cen$e. applicable copyr ght <aws shall apply to the Software 

B Title to the med um on which the Software is 'ecorded (cassette and/or diskette) or stored (ROM) is transferred to CUSTOMER but not title to the 
Software. 

C. CUSTOMER may use Software on a multiuser or network system only if either, the Software is expressly labeled to be for use on a multiuser or network 
system, or one copy of this software is purchased for each node or terminal on which Software is to be used simultaneously. 

D. CUSTOMER shall not use, make, manufacture, or reproduce copies of Software except for use on one computer and as is specifically provided in this 
Software License. Customer is expressly prohibited from disassembling the Software. 

E. CUSTOMER is permitted to make additional copies of the Softwa'e only for backup or archival purposes or if additional copies are required in the operation 
of one computer with the Software, but only to the extent the Software a'iows a backup copy to be made However, for TRSDOS Software CUSTOMER is 
permitted to make a limited number c* additional copies for CUSTOMER S own use. 

F CUSTOMER may resell or distribute unmodified copies of the Software provided CUSTOMER has purchased one copy of the Software for each one sold or 
distributed, he provisions of this Software License shall also be applicable to third parties receiving copies of the Software from CUSTOMER 

G. AM copyoght notices shall be retained on ai; copss of the Software. 

V. APPLICABILITY OF WARRANTY 

A. The terms and conditions of this Warranty are applicable as between RAOIO SHACK and CUSTOMER to either a sale of the Equipment and/or Software 
License .0 CUSTOMER or to a transaction whereby Radio Shack sells or conveys sucn Equipment to a third party for 'ease to CUSTOMER 

B. The limitations of liability and Warranty provisions herein shall -nure to the benefit of RAOIO SHACK, the author, owner and or licensor of the Software and 
any manufacturer of the Eouipment sold by Radio Shack. 

VI. STATE LAW RIGHTS 

^warranties granted herein give the original CUSTOMER specific legal rights, and the original CUSTOMER may have other rights which vary from state to 



IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR ROM MODULE USERS 

The ROM module for your portable computer is extremely 
sensitive to static. Before removing the ROM module from 
its protective container, please read the following important 
notes: 

• Because of the ROM module’s sensitivity to static, it is 
packed in aluminum foil. Remove this foil before installing 
the ROM module and retain it for re-storing the module. 

• Synthetic fabrics, including clothing and carpeting, can 
create static buildup. If possible, install the ROM in a non- 
carpeted room. 

• Before handling the ROM module, ground yourself by 
touching a large metallic object, preferably one that is 
grounded. 

• Be sure that all power to the computer is turned off before 
inserting or removing the module. 

• You can keep the ROM module in the compartment of 
your portable computer. You do not have to remove it 
after each use. If, however, you do remove it, always wrap 
it in aluminum foil and store it in its protective container. 

Thank you! 

Radio/hacK 
CUSTOM PACKAGED BY RADIO SHACK 
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION 

FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102 

8759347 
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INTRODUCTION TO MULTI SOLUTIONS 

MULTI SOLUTIONS for the Tandy 200 is an integrated pro¬ 

gram consisting of Data Manager, a data base program; 
Time Minder, a calendar and scheduler program; and Text- 
Writer, a word processor. 

MULTI SOLUTIONS is designed to be self explanatory and 
guide you through each process. The manual includes a va¬ 
riety of examples that step through each phase of the 
program. 

You have the option in many cases of using either function 

keys or designated letter keys to complete an action. Clear 

and concise labels and menus make decision making easy. 
The appropriate choice will be clear. 

Data Manager is a file program that lets you maintain a 
simple but complete record system. You can easily sort, 
search, print, or update the files maintained in Data 
Manager. 

Text-Writer, the MULTI SOLUTIONS word processor, lets you 
merge Data Manager information into the text. You can even 
store information in a buffer to be used at a later time. 

In addition, you can generate a tabular report in Data Man¬ 
ager and then paste the report into a Text-Writer document. 
You can use the information as it is or edit it to change the 
appearance before printing. 

Using the Merge function of Text-Writer, you can extract 
fields from Data Manager selected records. Using these 
fields, you can generate form letters and documents, insert¬ 
ing different names, addresses, or other field information. 

The options to use underlining, boldface, and other print 
codes are included as print criteria. You can format print 
output to meet your own specific needs. 
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The Time Minder program helps you to maintain an up to 
the minute accounting of your appointments and expenses. 
Time Minder includes an alarm system to alert you to impor¬ 
tant obligations. 

Required Equipment 

• Tandy 200 Computer 

• AC Power Supply (Cat No. 26-3804) or four A A batteries 

• Tandy parallel printer 

• Portable Computer Printer Cable (Cat. No. 26-1409) 

Optional Equipment 

• Cassette recorder such as CCR-81 (Cat. No. 26-1208) or 
CCR-82 (Cat. No. 28-1209) and cable 

• Direct Connect Modem Cable (Cat. No. 26-1410) 

Note: MULTI SOLUTIONS is not intended for use with the 
Disk Video Interface. 

Loading Instructions 

Note: The ROM module is extremely sensitive to static; be 
cautious when opening the ROM packaging. 

Before installing the MULTI SOLUTIONS ROM in your Tandy 
200, be sure that your computer is turned off. Also, save all 
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your data files to cassette before installing the MULTI SOLU¬ 
TIONS ROM. Installing the new ROM performs a cold start 
on your Tandy 200 computer. Reset the date and time after 
you install the ROM. 

1. Place the Tandy 200 top down on a flat surface. 

2. Pop open the ROM Module expansion compartment door 
by inserting a small coin in the indicated slot and exert¬ 
ing light pressure. 

3. Insert the MULTI SOLUTIONS ROM chip, in its Molex car¬ 

rier, into the ROM slot in this compartment. Align the 
ROM chip as indicated in the illustration. 

•O 

Gently push the ROM chip into the slot. Don't force it. 

4. Close the compartment door, and turn your Tandy 200 
right side up. 
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Running MULTI SOLUTIONS 

Turn on the Tandy 200. Position the cursor over MULSOL, and 

press 1 ENTER}. The MULTI SOLUTIONS copyright message 
appears. 

Note: At times when trying to run MULTI SOLUTIONS, a 

beep will sound along with the message to clear 
memory up to 58600. These actions indicate that there 
is not enough available memory (RAM) to run MULTI 

SOLUTIONS. Simply kill off all unnecessary files until 
you have at least 2700 bytes of free RAM. Then, you 

can execute MULTI SOLUTIONS in the normal manner 
with no problems. Remember, high memory will be 
cleared when you execute MULTI SOLUTIONS. 

After the copyright message is shown, the MULTI SOLU¬ 
TIONS Menu appears: 

' MULT rioaif IONS 

DMgr - Data Manager 

T i me ~ T i me Minder 

Word - Word Processor 

You access the 3 MULTI SOLUTIONS programs (Data Man¬ 
ager, Time Minder, and Text-Writer) from this menu. 

Press (TT) or the QT) key for Data Manager. 

Press [Wj or the (T) key for Time Minder. 

Press |~F5 1 or the fw] key for the word processor, Text-Writer. 
Press (W] to return to the Tandy 200 Main Menu. 
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After you press [?T], (F3), or [?5], MULTI SOLUTIONS asks for 
a filename for the appropriate program. Respond with a file¬ 
name of six or fewer characters. Use a name that clearly 

identifies the type of file you are using. The filename must 
start with a letter. The Main Menu for the program appears. 
1F8 ) is always used as an exit key; you can return to the pre¬ 
vious menu by pressing F8 

Note: Do not press the fLABEl | key in any program other than 
the Text function of Text-Writer. Pressing this key will 
clear the label line. If this has occurred accidentally, 
press pF8l to return to the previous menu, and begin 
again. 
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CHAPTER 1 / DATA MANAGER 

MULTI SOLUTIONS Data Manager is versatile software that 

converts your Tandy 200 into a functional personal filing sys¬ 

tem. With Data Manager, you can easily store, examine, up¬ 

date, and list a variety of information. The information can 
vary from personnel records and inventory facts to lists of 
clients or lists of suppliers. Whatever your line of work, you 
can use Data Manager to effectively handle information. 

Data Manager organizes information into record files. A 
record file is composed of separate, individual records that 
relate to each other. Each record contains the information 
pertaining to a single person in your personnel record file, a 
supplier in your suppliers record file, and so on. You find 
that normally time-consuming and tedious tasks such as re¬ 
viewing, updating, and listing records are now easily 
accomplished. 

To use Data Manager, you must first create a record layout 
form. The record layout form is the design of each individ¬ 

ual file. It is the same design that you might create on pa¬ 
per and can resemble the records you've kept in the past. 
Like the paper version, the record layout form contains item 
labels (NAME:, ADDRESS:, AGE:, and so on) and fields 
(blank areas) for entering information. The layout form is a 

maximum of 15 lines long and 40 columns wide and con¬ 
tains a maximum of 253 characters. 

An example of a personnel record layout form for a fictitious 
company is: 
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A. G, C. CORPORATION 

ILAST NAME: 
1 FIRST NAME 
iADDRESS: a, 
l: LI TV : 3-33-3 
111 TEL : idpopp 
1 TITLE': 333 

AGE: 99 DEPENDENTS: 99 
MEDICAL PLAN: a TVF'E COVERAGE'- aaaaaaa 

VVL-MM.--DO 
STOCK PLAN: a DATE STARTED: aaaaaaaa 

Data Manager uses the layout form to enter, retrieve, up¬ 
date, and list any records. You can also perform addition 
and subtraction on numeric fields. This capability lets you 
keep track of current balances or expenses and maintains 
numeric information at its most current level. Finally, Data 
Manager's autodial feature lets you call a phone number 
that has been included in any of your records when the 
Tandy 200 is connected to the telephone line by its built-in 
modem and a Direct Connect Modem Cable. 

Turn on the Tandy 200 computer, and place the cursor over 
the filename, MULSDL. Press [ENTER]. The MULTI SOLUTIONS 
Menu appears: 
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MULTI SOLUTIONS 

Press [Wj or QO to choose MULTI SOLUTIONS Data Man¬ 
ager. The screen displays a directory of all files ending in 
.DO that are stored in RAM (and seen on the Main Menu). 
The bottom of the screen shows: 

DMgr: Enter File Name:. 

If you have already used MULTI SOLUTIONS Data Manager, 
the name of the last file accessed is the default for the 
prompt. Press | ENTER j to access the default file. Otherwise, 
type over the default name with a new name and press 

ENTER 1. A filename can contain a maximum of 6 characters, 
and the first 3 characters must be unique. For example, you 
cannot use both STAFF and STAND as Data Manager file¬ 
names. 

Note: Even though Data Manager files ending in .DO are 
listed on the Tandy 200 Main Menu, never access them 
through the Main Menu. Doing so can destroy the file. 

For this example, type the filename STAFF and press ( ENTER |. 
When you answer the name prompt, the screen changes to 
show the Data Manager Main Menu: 



DATA .M.A Sager s 

iiiili 

1 DF Define Form RF Redefine Form 
ciiih 
9 ST Store Data EX Examine/Update 

ill PR 

lljjp 
iiiili 

Print Report OR 
pn 

Copy report 

if 

Irmom mammummm #mm 

hes 

iffiiSSilt 

The Data Manager functions appear at the bottom of the 
screen. Use the functions as follows: 

Use the Define Form function to design the layout form 
for your data base file. 

Use the Redefine Form function to edit the layout form. 

Use the Store Form function to enter data records into 
your data base file. 

Use the Examine/Update function to view and/or edit 
your data base records. 

Use the Print Report function to prepare and print a re¬ 
port that contains specified data fields from your data 
base records. 

Use the Copy Report function to prepare (and store in 
memory) a report that contains specified data fields 
from your data base records. 

Use the Exit function to return to the MULTI SOLUTIONS 
Menu. 

l 
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Creating a Form — The Define Form Function 

The first step for a new Data Manager file is to design a 
layout form. Press (TT) or QT). You can choose this option 
only when you are working on a new file. If you are working 
with an existing file and try to use (TT) or QT), Data/Lay¬ 
out File already exists appears on the screen. 

The layout form you design using the Data Manager Define 

Form option is stored as a text file containing item labels 
and fields. The layout form serves as a pattern for arranging 
information in your records. The records contain your actual 
Data Manager information. Records are also stored as a text 
file. 

There are certain rules you must follow when defining a lay¬ 
out form. Take time to read these rules before continuing: 

• The form can be a maximum of 15 lines long and 40 col¬ 
umns wide. 

• There can be as many as 20 item labels, blanks, and com¬ 
ments in any layout form. A comment is a title or a string 
of characters not followed by a colon. 

• An item label can contain a maximum of 15 characters, ex¬ 
cluding the colon. 

• Every item label must end with a colon (for example, 
NAME:). 

• A comment can contain a maximum of 40 characters; how¬ 
ever, every 16 characters consume the equivalent of an 
item label and decrease the possible maximum of 20 item 
labels. 

« Alphanumeric fields (which can contain both alpha¬ 
betical and numerical characters) are specified by 
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a string of lowercase a's (for example, ADDRESS: 

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa). 

• Numeric fields (which contain numbers only) are specified 

by a string of 9's (for example, ZIP: 99999). A numeric field 

cannot exceed a total of 14 digits, including a decimal 

point. 

• Enter decimal fractions in numeric fields by inserting a 
decimal into the string of 9's (for example, BALANCE: 

999.99). 

• The field for the primary telephone number is indicated by 

a series of p's (for example, TEL: ppppppp). This is the 
number that you can automatically dial with Data Manag¬ 

er's built-in dialing feature. 

• Additional telephone numbers are indicated with a's. You 

cannot auto-dial these numbers. 

• If you plan to use the autodial feature and it is necessary 
to include a pause in the dialing sequence (to obtain an 
outside line, for example), insert an equal sign ( = ) in the 
number. For example, 9 = 327-8567 dials a 9, pauses 1 sec¬ 
ond, then dials the telephone number. 1 = 603-376-2981 
dials the direct-dialing long distance code, 1, pauses 1 

second, dials the area code, then dials the number. 

• Design a telephone number field on the layout form with 
enough p's (or a's, if it is not the primary number) to ac¬ 

cept the entire telephone number. For example, the form 

layout should include pppppppppppppp for a number such 

as 9 = 213-555-1212. 

• Determine the length of a field by counting the number of 

a's, 9's, or p's used in the field. 
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• A field cannot be extended to a second line. 

• Leave at least 1 space between the item label and the 
string of a's, 9s, and p's. Also leave at least 1 space be¬ 
tween fields. For example, type; CITY: aaaaaaaaaaaa 
ST: aa ZIP: 99999. 

• Use the arrow keys to position the cursor on the screen. 

• To erase, position the cursor over the error and use the 
space bar, or simply type the new text over the old text. 

The first screen guides you with a message, reminding you 
of the field identifiers. The bottom of the screen shows: 

i Layout Creation > Ok 

After reading the message, press [r] (Ok) to continue with 
the form layout. The bottom of the screen shows: 

{ Create Form > Ok Redo Exit 

This message indicates that you can begin typing the form. 
Type the following form: 

A. B. C, CORPORATION 

LAST NAME: aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 

FIRST NAME: aaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 

ADDRESS: aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 

CITY: aaaaaaaaaaaaaa ST: aa ZIP: 99999 

TEL: pppppppppppppp STARTED: aaaaaaaa 

TITLE: aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 

AGE: 99 DEPENDENTS: 99 

MEDICAL PLAN: a TYPE COVERAGE: aaaaaaa 

YY/MM/DD 

STOCK PLAN: a DATE STARTED: aaaaaaaa 
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When you complete the layout form, press [F5] (Ok). If you 
followed the rules for designing a layout form, the label line 
changes to: 

No Errors Ok Updt Redo Exit 

"F6~l (Updt) lets you update or modify the form layout. 

GD (Redo) erases the entire layout form and lets you com¬ 
pletely retype it. 

F8~] (Exit) returns to the Data 
saving the layout form. 

Manager Main Menu without 

When the layout form appears exactly as you want it and 
contains no errors, press [ F5 j again. Data Manager saves 
the layout form and returns to the Data Manager Main 
Menu. 

If there are any errors or if any rule is violated, a beep 
sounds, and the item label for the area in which the mistake 
was made is highlighted. The instruction line indicates: 

nn errors Updt Redo Exit 

nn indicates the number of mistakes in the form. Press [~F6 1 

(Updt) to correct the errors. When the corrections are com¬ 
pleted, press [ F5 ]. Then, press [ F5 ] again to save the layout 
form and return to the Data Manager Main Menu. 

The procedures you just followed to create a layout form ac¬ 
tually created 2 new files, STAFF.DO and STALAY.DO. The 

STAFF.DO file stores the actual information (records) you en¬ 

ter for the STAFF file. The STALAY.DO file contains the lay¬ 
out form for the STAFF file. (All form layout files begin with 

the first 3 letters of the Data Manager filename and end with 
LAY.) 
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The form layout information is stored in the STALAY.DO file 

in a coded format and contains special symbols. Because 
no records have been entered, the STAFF. DO file is cur¬ 
rently empty. 

Note: Never type anything directly into a record file 
(STAFF.DO) or form layout file (STALAY.DO) from the 
Tandy 200 Main Menu. Always load MULTI SOLU¬ 
TIONS from the Tandy 200 Main Menu, load Data 
Manager, and access the layout form or record file 
from the Data Manager Main Menu. 

Modifying a Form — The Redefine Form Function 

Once you create a layout form, you can start entering infor¬ 

mation using Data Manager. However, if you decide later 
(even after entering information) to change the design of the 
form, you can modify the form. 

The rules for modifying a form are: 

• You can change the wording of any item label, provided 
that the new label does not exceed 15 characters, exclud¬ 
ing the colon. 

• You cannot increase or decrease the number of spaces al¬ 
lotted for any field. 

• You can change the position on the screen of any item, but 

not the order. That is, if you type NAME:, ADDRESS:, AC¬ 
COUNT NUMBER:, you cannot change to ACCOUNT NUM¬ 
BER:, NAME:, ADDRESS:. The order of precedence is left to 
right and top to bottom. 
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• You cannot change the placement of the decimal in a num¬ 
ber field. 

• You can change the wording of a comment label but not 
the length. 

• You cannot add new labels or delete existing ones. 

For example, the example layout form looks like this: 

■.A. CORPORATION 

Hiji L-fto l_ Nftf’lE : 3333333333333333 
1FIRST NAME: 333333333333333 
:ii! ADDRESS 
II Cl TV .. _ 33333333333333 ST: 33_ZIP : 99999 
|TEL: pppppppppppppp STARTED: 33333333 
w\ TITLE * 33333333333333333 

IIAGE: 99 DEPENDENTS: 99 
iMEDICAL PLAN: 3 TYPE COVERAGE: 3333333 
I ___ VV..-MM/DD 
ISTOCK PLAN: 3 DATE STARTED: 33333333 
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CORPORATION 

LAST NAME: aaaaaaaaa 
FIRST NAME: aaaaaaaa 
RDDRHiS♦ 38d333^8333 
CITY: 33333333333333 
T E L : p p 0 p 0 p p p p p p p p p 
II JcE : aaaaaaaaaaaaa 
DEPENDENTb: yy 

TARTED 
aa AGE 

PLAN 

■ 4-aLrtLc 

Rac!a-p i na Fotti' 

ExaminexUpdat 

mu TF T| 

mmm Wm 

The layout form appears on the screen. The instruction line 
shows: 

{ Modify Form > Dk Redo Exit 

After modifying the form, it might look like this: 

To modify a layout form, press 
ager Main Menu. 

or af the Data Man- 0 



You can make changes by moving item labels and blanks 
anywhere in the space allowed for the layout. Use the ar¬ 
rows and the space bar, or type over old text to make 
changes. When you are satisfied with the changes, press 
fF5l (Ok). 

If the modification is completed without any problems, the 
message, No Errors, appears on the instruction line. Press 
[D (Ok). 

If any errors occur, the message, Inconsistent item, 
appears when you press [ F5 |. Press fF6~) to correct any errors. 
(I F71 erases all changes and returns to the previous layout.) 

When all changes meet with your approval and you see a 
No errors message, press [fs] (Ok) to return to the Data 
Manager Main Menu. 

Entering Data — The Store Form Function 

At the Data Manager Main Menu, press [ F3 | or QF] for Store 
Form. The layout form appears on the screen, and dots re¬ 
place the a's, p's, and 9's. The first item field appears high¬ 
lighted. The screen for the example you entered appears as 
follows: 
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LAST NAME: 
FIRST NAME 
ADDRESS: . 
CITV: .... 
T t-L ■ cf b a is a 

TITLE: 

DEPENDENTS 
TVPE COVERAGE 

DATE STARTED 

Press (Inter], [T], or QD to move from field to field. Press QD 
and [CD to move the cursor within a field and to correct 
mistakes. 

Type the information you want to store in your record. When 
you complete the last field, a beep sounds, and a new, 
blank record appears. If you do not fill in the last field at 
this time, press [ F5 1 (Ok) to save the record and display a 
blank form. To follow the examples in this manual, type and 
store the information listed in Appendix A. 

Press Qt] (Redo) at any time before completing a record to 
erase the record completely and display a blank form. 

After you finish adding records, press [W) (Exit) to return 
to the Data Manager Main Menu. 

Examining Records — The Examine/Update Function 

The Examine/Update function of Data Manager lets you ex¬ 
amine any record, update the information stored in a record. 
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autodial, subtract or add in a number field, or delete a 

record. 

To examine records, press f~F4~l or (T] at the Data Manager 
Main Menu for Examine/Update Data. The layout form for 
your record appears on the screen. The instruction line 
shows: 

{ Conditions > Ok Redo Exit 

Press [F5] (Ok) to display the first stored record in the file. 

The bottom of the screen shows the Examine/Update Record 

subfunctions: 

Llpdt Type Call Next Prev Dlt Exit 

Press (F5 ] or QTj to see the next record in the file. Pressing 
pF6~l or (TJ displays the previous record in the file. When you 
have displayed the last record in the file, a beep sounds, 
and the message, { No more >, appears on the last line. 

Selecting Specific Records 

To search for and display all records that meet certain crite¬ 
ria, use selection symbols. Before you display any records, 
type an appropriate selection symbol in any 1 field on the 
form layout, and follow it with the search string. ({Condi¬ 
tions) appears on the form layout's instruction line.) The 

search string is the series of alphanumeric or numeric char¬ 
acters to which the records are compared. You cannot enter 

more than 1 selection symbol and search string in a single 
field, but you can search for more than 1 field at a time. 
Only the records that meet all selection criteria are dis¬ 
played. You can update the records as they appear, or you 

can simply examine them. 
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The selection symbols available are: 

= Use the equal sign (in alphanumeric or numeric fields) to 
search for all records in which this field exactly matches 
the search string characters. 

Lowercase and uppercase characters are considered 
equal. Gaps of one or more spaces are treated as one 
space in alphanumeric search strings. 

# Use the pound sign (in alphanumeric fields) to search for 
all records in which this field at least partially matches 
the search string characters. For example, if you enter 

#n in the last name field, the program returns the fol¬ 
lowing records: Wilson, Manning, Anderson, and King. 

> Use the greater than symbol (in numeric fields) to search 

for all records in which this field is greater than the 
number in the search string. 

< Use the less than symbol (in numeric fields) to search for 
all records in which this field is less than the number in 
the search string. 

Precede any selection symbol with a slash (/) to produce the 
inverse criteria. For example, type / = Manning in the name 
field of your staff file to display all records not equal to 
Manning. The slash (/) does not appear on the screen; the 
selection symbol appears in reverse video. 

Erase a search string by placing the cursor on the field and 
pressing the space bar. To erase reverse-condition fields, 
press (2D before pressing the space bar. You can also press 
{~F7 ] (Redo) to start over. 
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The screen below shows selection symbols in the STAFF lay¬ 
out form for those members of the staff living in Fort Worth 
who have more than 2 dependents. 

Ittmmiiilrlmrru; 

h. B7TI“oS'poration 

blast name: . 
#FIRST NAME: 
!! ADDRESS: 
1CITV:=Fort Worth 

i TEL: . 
TITLE: 

V 4 * ■ 

:::::: 

ffUttUBftttRtttlr lfiiq 

ST: .. ZIP: 
STARTED: ,. n it a ■■ a 

;! AGE: .. DEPENDENTS :> 2 
IMEDICAL PLAN: . TVPE COVERAGE: 
11 VV/MM/DD 
ISTOCK PLAN: . DATE STARTED: 

S K If B B B 

IS 
IBS I 

After you enter the selection criteria, press f~F5~l. The first 
record that meets all the selection criteria is displayed. The 
STAFF example displays: 

A. B. CORPORATION 

ill LAST NAME: Manning 
IIFIRST NAME: Joe 
'!ADDRESS: 2134 Murray Hill 

PCITV: Fort Worth ST: Tx ZIP: 76112 
hi: TEL: 817-244-3732 STARTED: 03/25/82 
1TITLE: Systems Manager 

III AGE: 36 DEPENDENTS: 3 
IMEDICAL PLAN: V TVPE COVERAGE 

1STOCK PLAN: V DATE STARTED: 

■f am i 1 y 
VV/MM/DD 
82/08/15 



Press fF5] or [¥] to see the next record that meets the selec¬ 
tion criteria. Pressing [rT] or fp] displays the previous record 
that meets the criteria. When you have displayed the last 
record that matches the criteria, a beep sounds, and the 
message, { No more >, appears on the last line. 

Changing Records—The Update Subfunction 

Press [F2] or [U] to update the displayed record. The bottom 
of the screen shows: 

Add Ok Sub Redo 

Make any necessary changes, using the arrow keys to move 
the cursor from field to field. 

If you want to perform an addition operation on a numeric 
field, move the cursor to the field, and press [F4] The field 
clears, and the bottom line displays the message, 
< ADD >. Type the amount you wish to add to the field, and 
press | ENTER [. The amount in the field immediately reflects 
the addition. (You can press | F7) to return to the original 
value.) 

If you want to perform a subtraction operation on a numeric 
field, move the cursor to the field, and press [~F6]. The field 
clears, and the bottom line displays the message, 
{ SUB >. Type the amount you wish to subtract from the 
field (a positive number), and press ["ENTER]. The amount in 
the field immediately reflects the subtraction. (You can press 
| F7 j to return to the original value.) 

If you are not satisfied with the changes, press [ F7 j (Redo) 
to redisplay the record as it was before the changes. 

Press [fs] (Ok) when the record is correct. 
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Printing Records—The Type Subfunction 

Connect a parallel printer to your Portable Computer, be 
sure it is ready to print, and press fWI (Type) to print a copy 
of each stored record. 

Dialing a Number—The Call Subfunction 

To have the Tandy 200 automatically dial a number in your 
record, you must first have the Tandy 200 connected to a 
phone line via its built-in modem. Refer to the instructions in 
the Tandy 200 Owner's Manual. 

Press the [F4] (Call). The primary phone number field (indi¬ 
cated with p's) is shown at the top of the screen, and the 
bottom line displays the message, Calling. The cursor 
flashes through each digit as the number is dialed. Pick up 
the phone receiver before the dialing is complete. 

Deleting a Record—The Delete Subfunction 

Press [ F7 1 to delete the displayed record from your file. The 
instruction line displays the message. Sure?. Press (T) if 
you want to delete this record. If you press QT), the deletion 
is cancelled. 

Printing Reports — The Print Report Function 

You must have a parallel printer connected to the Tandy 200 
to print a report. At the Data Manager Menu, press [ F5) or 
fP~1 to print a report. The form layout appears, and the cur¬ 
sor is positioned on the first field. Use the arrow keys to 

move from field to field. 
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Choose the record fields you want to print on the report by 

inserting a number (1-9) in the appropriate fields. These 

numbers also determine the ordering of the columns. The 
lowest number is the leftmost column, and so forth. The item 

labels of the fields you choose are printed as the report 
headings. 

The printed report can contain a maximum of 9 columns 
(fields), and can be 80 characters wide. Total the number of 
characters in each field of the layout form, and add 1 char¬ 
acter for the space between fields to determine what fields 
you can include. 

For example, to print a report with the NAME, TITLE, and 
AGE items in a report, in that order, enter the column num¬ 
bers in the personnel form as follows: 

A, B. C. CORPORATION ""11 

III LAST NAME: 1. . 
3 FIRST,NAME:2. 
T- ADDRESS: .... 
II Cl TV: __. . 
fj TEL: __ 
shi:TITLE • o. * ■ • s ■ 

^■■BsaDDBanM 

■ « ST: .. ZIP: ..... 
. STARTED: ........ 

IAGE:4.. DEPENDENTS: .. | 
III MED I CAL PLAN: . TVPE COVERAGE: _... « 

VY/MM/OD I 
«STOCK PLAN: . DATE STARTED: ........ Ml 

The printed report is sorted by the the leftmost column (field 
1). If you do not want the report sorted, do not enter a col¬ 
umn number 1 to choose a field. 
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Press [rT] (Ok) after you enter the column numbers to select 
the fields you wish to include in the report. (You can also 
press [ft] to redo the report at any time before you press 
[fs].) The bottom of the screen shows: 

Sort order A/D ? 

Press [a] to sort the report in ascending order by field 1, or 
GO to sort the report in descending order by field 1. (This 
message does not appear if you do not enter a column num¬ 
ber 1 in any field.) 

The column numbers disappear from the layout form, and 
the bottom line of the screen shows: 

{ Conditions > 

If you wish to print only selected records, type the appropri¬ 
ate selection criteria in the form layout fields. Refer to "Se¬ 
lecting Specific Records" in the "Examining Records" section 
of this chapter. Do not enter any selection criteria if you 
want to print all records. 

Press [fs] (Ok) again after you type the selection criteria for 
the report. The report starts printing. The report is sorted in 
ascending or descending order (depending on your response 
to the Sort order prompt) by column 1. 

The example report, printed in ascending order, appears as 
follows: 
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LAST NAME FIRST NAME TITLE AGE 

Anderson James Managing Editor 32 
Horst Robert Design Manager 41 
King Clara Vice President 50 
Manning Joe Systems Manager 36 
Rose George Research Asst. 25 
Wilson Gloria Sales Manager 48 

The columns 
are aligned in 

on the report are 
numeric fields. 

left-aligned. The decimals 

If the printer is not connected or if it is off line, the report is 
still assembled and sorted. The report appears on the 
screen whether it is printed or not. Press the space bar to 
stop screen scrolling and printing. Press the space bar 
again to continue. 

Copying a Report — The Copy Report Function 

The copy report function lets you create a report, then copy 
the report to a paste buffer in your computer's memory. 
Then, you can use MULTI SOLUTIONS Text-Writer to create a 
letter or other document into which you paste the data from 

the report. (The paste operation is explained in your Tandy 
200 Owner's Manual) 

You can also use the Copy Report function to store a report 
for printing later. This is useful when a printer is not readily 
available (for instance, when traveling). 
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Press [re] 01 [c] for the Copy Report function. The form lay¬ 
out appears. The message, { Report Columns }, ap¬ 
pears at the bottom of the screen. 

Enter the column numbers, sort order, and selection criteria 
exactly as you would for a regular report. Press [~F5~1 after the 
column numbers are correct and again after the selection 
criteria are correct. 

The report appears on the screen exactly as during regular 
report printing. However, instead of printing on the printer, 
the report "prints" to the paste buffer. 

Now, press [re] (Exit) to return to the MULTI SOLUTIONS 
Menu from the Data Manager Main Menu. 

Note: If you exit to the Tandy 200 Main Menu (out of MULTI 
SOLUTIONS), the paste buffer is cleared. 

Press [ F5 ] at the MULTI SOLUTIONS Menu to go into Text- 
Writer. Open a text file, and give the file a name. (Refer to 
Chapter 3 for instructions on using Text-Writer.) 

Now, paste the copied report into the text file. Examine the 
report file. Some report lines may wrap around and cover 
two lines. These will print normally on an 80-column printer. 
You can use all the Text-Writer editing features on this 
pasted report. 



CHAPTER 2 / TIME MINDER 

MULTI SOLUTIONS Time Minder is designed to provide con¬ 
cise information about your time commitments. It can assist 
you in planning and accounting for day-to-day events. You 
can record, update, and cancel appointments. Time Minder 
also reminds you of events at appointed times. 

Time Minder lets you compose, edit, and delete brief notes; 
compile and display a list of related entries; and print se¬ 
lected entries. 

Time Minder includes an expense function which lets you 
define your own expense categories; compile, view, and 
print expense lists; and generate tabular reports of total 
expenses. 

In addition. Time Minder places telephone calls to numbers 
entered previously in the ADRS.DO file. (Refer to your Tandy 
200 Owner's Manual for instructions on using the ADRS.DO 
file.) To place a call, you must connect the Tandy 200 to a 
telephone line via its built-in modem and a Direct Modem 
Cable. 

Before you use MULTI SOLUTIONS Time Minder, set the 
date, day, and time for the Model 200. Position the cursor 
over BASIC at the Tandy 200 Main Menu, and press ["ENTER |. 

Set the date by typing: 

DATES ~ MM/DD/YY" (MM = month, DD = day, 
YY = year) 

Set the day by typing: 

DAYS — DDD" (DDD = day of the week) 
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Set the time by typing: 

TIMES = "HH:MM:SS" (HH = hours, 
MM = minutes, 
SS = seconds) 

Use military time—for example, 4:30 p.m. is 16:30:00 and 
8:15 a.m. is 08:15:00. 

For the example in this chapter, type DATES — "12/30/85" 
[ ENTER |. Then, type DAYS = "MON" [ ENTER 1. Finally, type 
TIMES =, type the current time (including quote marks), and 
press | ENTER 1. Return to the Tandy 200 Main Menu by press¬ 
ing [~F8~1- 

Note: Time Minder stores all data in a file called NOTE.DO. 
Although you can see this file on the Tandy 200 Main 
Menu, never enter data directly into this file. Always 
enter or change event information by choosing MULTI 
SOLUTIONS from the Tandy 200 Main Menu, choosing 
Time Minder, and choosing a Time Minder function. 

Also, if you purchased 1 or more extra memory banks 
for your Tandy 200, be sure you are in Bank #1 when 
you go into the Time Minder program. Refer to "Using 
the Main Menu" in Chapter 1 of your Tandy 200 Own¬ 

er's Manual for more information. 

After you set the date, day, and time in BASIC, press 1 F8 | to 
return to the Tandy 200 Main Menu. Position the cursor over 
MULSPL, and press [ ENTER j. The MULTI SOLUTIONS Menu 
appears: 
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The top half of the screen (first 8 lines) contains a calendar 
for the current month. The date indicator in the calendar 
highlights the current date. The box to the right of the calen¬ 
dar shows today's day, date, and time. This data corre¬ 
sponds to the day, date, and time you initially set; it is 
constantly updated by the computer. If you set a time 
greater than 12:00:00, the time is displayed as pm. 

Press (3 or (3D to move the date indicator backward or for¬ 
ward one day. Press QD or [T] to move the indicator back¬ 
ward or forward a week. Press QD to move to the next 
month. Press Q to move to the previous month. (If you move 
the date indicator to the previous or next month, the informa¬ 
tion for the appropriate month appears.) 

The bottom half of the screen shows the event list for the 
current date. The event list contains appointments and notes 
you enter. (No events appear when you first start Time 
Minder.) 

Appointments show both the date (month and day) and the 
time for a specified event. They are displayed 
chronologically. 

Notes are event entries for which you do not indicate a par¬ 
ticular time. They appear at the bottom of the event list in 
the order in which you add them. 

The event list displays a maximum of 7 lines at a time. A 
rectangular event marker appears in the date column of the 
first event. Press the space bar to move the marker to the 
next event line. A beep sounds at the last event line in the 
list, and the marker returns to the first event in the list. 

Pressing [ SHIFT | [~T] also moves the marker to the next event 
line. A beep sounds at the last event line in the list, and the 
marker remains on that event. 

Press j SHIFT ] PH to move the marker to the previous event 
line. A beep sounds at the first event line in the list, and 
the marker remains on that event line. 
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Press [ ESC ] to display the calendar and event list for a speci¬ 
fied date. This prompt appears on the first event line: 

DATE:MM/DD/YY 

Type the date you want to view (in the format shown), and 
press I ENTER |. The calendar and event list for the specified 
date appear. 

Press j TAB ] to redisplay the calendar and event list for to¬ 
day's date (the current system date). 

The Time Minder functions appear at the bottom of the 
screen. Use the functions as follows: 

Use the Add function to add an appointment or note to 
the event list. 

Use the Update function to edit a listed event. 

Use the Delete function to delete 1 or more selected 
events. 

Use the Find function to search for 1 or more selected 
events that match the criteria you enter. 

Use the Print function to print a list of 1 or more se¬ 
lected events. 

Use the Expense function to prepare and print an ex¬ 
pense report for 1 or more selected events. 

Use the Telephone function to dial a telephone number 
listed in the Tandy 200 ADRS.DO file. 

Use the Exit function to return to the MULTI SOLUTIONS 
Menu. 
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Adding an Appointment or Note — The Add Function 

Press [ FI j or [a] to add appointments or notes to the event 
list. Each event entry begins with a date and takes up an 
event line. 

The current date {month and day) is the default date when 
adding an event. Type a date in the format MM/DD for the 
event, or press [ ENTER j. (If you type a date, follow it with a 
blank space.) 

If you are adding an appointment, type the time in the 
HH:MMX format. For example, type 0I:3OP for 1:30 p.m. (In¬ 
clude a blank space after the time.) 

The remainder of the line is available for a brief description 
of the appointment or note. (A note differs from an appoint¬ 
ment only in that it does not contain a specific event time; 
the description can occupy the remainder of the line after 
the date.) You can press and j - j to move the event 
marker within the description area. A total of 40 characters 
are available for each event entry. 

The following is a typical appointment entry: 

1 2/30 0 4: 1 5P fleeting w. James and Joe 

The following note is typical: 

12/30 Prepare proposal for Hal 

Press [ ENTER ] at the end of each event's description to com¬ 
plete the event entry and add it to the event list. When you 
enter an event for a date, ◄ appears next to that date on the 
calendar (304, for example). 

After you press | ENTER | to add an item, you can type another 
one or press fra] to return to the main Time Minder screen. 
To cancel an entry, press [ F8 ] before you press [ ENTER ]. 
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Wlw Si 

ii:jr iHHihi't' 

IW. u'3*; 00 a Prepare stock memo to 
-sti ii r30a Meet Hal Green lunch 
38 04:15p Meeting w. James and 
30 05:00p Ot-f i oe New Year party 
38 Prepare proposal tor Hal 
3u Get Bank into prepared/typed 
30^Must^et Hal"s signature 

To add these events to the screen, press [77] or [a]. The 
event marker moves to the first event line on the bottom half 
of the screen. 

Press | ENTER | to use the date you entered earlier, 12/30. Type 
the time for the first appointment, 09:00a. Do not press 
I ENTER | yet. Now, type the description of the appointment. 
Prepare stock memo today. (Be sure to include a space be¬ 
tween the time and the description.) Press [ ENTER 1. 

A new, blank line appears for adding the next event. Type 
the information for the last appointment on the list. Press 

ENTER 1 to use 12/30 as the date, and type 05;00p Office New 
Year party ( ENTER ]. 

Now, type the second appointment for the day; 12/30 11:30a 
Meet Hal Green lunch [ ENTER ], Notice that the appointments 
are sorted into chronological order even though you are not 
adding them in order. 
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Type the following note: 12/30 Prepare proposal for Hal 
I ENTER 1. Notes always appear at the end of the list; they are 
not sorted as are appointments. 

Follow the note entry with another appointment: 12/30 04:15p 
Meeting w. James and Joe [ ENTER ]. All the appointments are 
displayed in time order and are followed by the notes. 

Add the last two note entries as shown in the example. 
When all entries are complete, press [~F8 j to exit the add 
function and return to the main Time Minder screen (which 
now includes the events you added). 

Setting the Appointment Alarm 

You set an alarm simply by typing a time for an event. By 
definition, all appointments include times. Therefore, an 
alarm sounds for all Time Minder appointments. When the 
appointment time arrives. Time Minder beeps 10 times and 
displays the appointment entry in the space below the cal¬ 
endar. When the alarm quits, the screen shows: 

Delete CY/N)? 

After an appointment passes, you may want to delete it from 
the event list. Press (V) to delete the appointment from the 
list; press QT) to retain the entry in the list. Note that Time 
Minder does not alert you to subsequent appointments until 
you respond to the alarm prompt for the current one. It then 
reviews the next pending appointments. 

The alarm is on whenever the computer is on, but it does not 
sound until you finish adding an event, updating an entry, 
or typing a search string. 

The alarm sounds for an appointment even if you are not us- 
ing the Time Minder program at the time. You can press 

SHIFT ] [ LABEL ] from within any Tandy 200 program to display 
the scheduled appointment on the bottom line of the screen. 
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After viewing the appointment, you can press any key to re¬ 
turn to the application. 

If you return to the Tandy 200 Main Menu (from a program 
other than Time Minder) before displaying the appointment 
for an alarm, the appointment appears at the bottom of the 
Tandy 200 Main Menu. After viewing the appointment, press 
any key to continue. 

If you return to the Time Minder program from another pro¬ 
gram within 1 minute after an alarm sounds for an appoint¬ 
ment, the alarm sounds again in Time Minder, and you 
have the option of deleting the appointment. 

Using Expense Categories 

You can include expense information in either an appoint¬ 
ment or note entry. Then, you can generate an expense re¬ 
port with the expense report function. 

The expense category subfunctions appear whenever you 
use the add or update functions. The 6 expense categories 
available are: 

Fare Taxi Room Food Tel Misc 

Move to an event line, and move the cursor to the end of the 
event entry. Then, press the appropriate function key, (TT)- 
i F6 j, to choose an expense category. The expense category 
you choose appears at the end of the event entry. Type an 
expense amount, including an optional dollar sign ($) and 
as many as 2 digits after the decimal point. 

Adding Expenses to the Example Events 

Press ( FT] for the Add function, and type: 

12/30 Lunch ENTER 
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Press [re] to exit the Add function. 

Because there are now more than 7 event entries for the cur¬ 
rent date, use the space bar or I SHIFT [ fT] to scroll to the 
Lunch entry. 

Now, press f~F2~l for the Update function. Press I ENTER 1 to re¬ 
tain the default date for the Lunch entry. Press Q to move 
across the line to the end of the entry. 

Leave a space, then press [ F2 1 for the Taxi subfunction. The 
expense category appears at the end of the note: 

12/30 Lunch Taxi 

Now, type the expense amount: 

$8.50 | ENTER . 

The note appears as follows: 

12/30 Lunch Taxi $8.50 

Use the Add function to add another note entry for this date. 
Include the expense entry at the same time, as follows: 

12/30 Birthday flowers Clara Misc $25 

Also add the following event (this time an appointment), 
which also includes an expense: 

12/30 07:30a Bfat with R Horst Food 12.5 

Note, that because 12.50 does not fit on the line, you omit 
the 0. In a report, this figure is considered to be $12.50. Be 
sure that 12.5, not 12.0, is displayed on the screen. When 
you reach the end of a line, any more characters you type 
replace the last character on the line. After pressing j ENTER ] 
to store this last appointment, press [ F8 ] to exit the Add 
function and return to the main Time Minder screen. 
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Now use [ SHIFT] pH to move to the lunch entry, then press 
F2J to update the note entry for your lunch expense. Leave a 

space, and press [ F4 j. The Food expense category is added 
to the entry. Type $22.50 ENTER 

If you could display all entries for this date (remember—only 
7 entries are visible at a time), the screen would appear as 
follows: 

Timejtinder 

Monday 

Dec 39,1985 

IS:16 am 

1112X30 
112X36 
I 12X30 
112x30 
pi 12x30 
112x38 
112X30 

89:00a Prepare stock memo today 
11:30a Meet Hal Green lunch 
04:15p Meeting w. James and Joe 
85 :80p Ott i ce New Year oartu 
Prepare proposal tor Hal 
Get Bank into preparedxtyped 
Must yet Hal's signature 
Birthday tlowers Clara Misc $25 
Lunch Taxi $8.58 Food $22.50 

... 

Changing the Default Expense Categories 

If the default expense categories do not meet your needs, 
you can specify the expense types you prefer. Use examples 
that are specific to your own needs. 

You can create a maximum of 6 expense types to replace the 
existing ones. Label each category with a maximum of 4 
characters. 
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To define your own expense types, you must first create a 
text file. Press (TTj to return to the Tandy 200 Main Menu. 
Choose TEXT from the Tandy 200 Main Menu. The screen 
displays the following prompt: 

File to edit? 

Type the following filename: 

XFILE [ENTER]. 

A blank text screen appears; type the labels for the expense 
categories on the first line. Each label can contain a maxi¬ 
mum of 4 characters, followed by 2 spaces. The 4 characters 
can be any combination of symbols and spaces. Type a 
maximum of 6 labels. If you type fewer than 6 labels, the la¬ 
bel line is blank in the untyped portion. Expense categories 
do not appear in those locations. 

Note: Do not press ENTERS 1 within the text file. 

Press f F8 j to return to the Tandy 200 Main Menu when the la¬ 
bels are complete. The new text file appears on the Tandy 
200 Main Menu as XFILE,DD, Return to MULTI SOLUTIONS 
and Time Minder. Choose the Time Minder Add function. 
The new expense category function labels appear on the 
bottom line of the screen. (To return to the default expense 
labels again, simply kill the text file that contains the new 
labels.) 
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Editing an Appointment or Note — 
The Update Function 

Use the Update function to revise entries in the event list. 
First, position the marker on the event entry you want to up¬ 
date. Then, press [ F2 ] or (TT). Type over any incorrect infor¬ 
mation in the date, time, or description. Use the left and 
right arrow keys to position the event marker within a line. 

Press I ENTER _to complete the revision and return to the main 
Time Minder screen. The Update function resorts the event 
list to accommodate changes in appointment times or dates 
and note dates. When you change an event's date, the event 
is moved to the event list that corresponds to the new date. 

While you are editing an event entry, you can use the func¬ 
tion keys to define expense types. To cancel any revisions to 
an event, press [re] before you press [ENTER ]. 

Deleting an Appointment or Note — 
The Delete Function 

Time Minder makes it easy for you to keep track of appoint¬ 
ment cancellations. In an instant, you can delete a single 
event entry or several entries from an event list. 

To delete a single event, move 
press [ra] or (T), and press ENTER 

the marker to that event. 
To delete more than 1 

event at a time, you must first display the list of events you 
want to delete. Display events by date, or use the Find func¬ 
tion to display all events that match certain criteria. Next, 
move the event marker to the first event you want to delete, 
and press [ F3 ] or [5]. Then, move the marker to the last 
listed event you want to delete, and press 
der deletes all selected events. 

ENTER]. Time Min- 
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Note: When you move the marker down the list to select 
events, it highlights only a single event at a time. 
Nevertheless, the block of events you select for deletion 
includes all the events from the initial position of the 
marker (where you press f~F3~]) to the final position 
(where you press 1 ENTER ]). 

When you choose the Delete function, notice that the label 
line at the bottom of the screen changes. To delete all en¬ 
tries below and including the marked entry, simply press 

without making further selections. To cancel the Delete F6 

function, press 

Searching for a Specific Event — The Find Function 

Use the Find function to display a series of events that have 
common elements. Time Minder requests that you specify a 
string, or series of characters. It then finds all entries that 
contain the string and displays them in the event list area. 
You can use the Find function to display specific events for 
later use with the Update, Delete, Expense, and/or Print 
functions. 

Press | F41 or (T) for the Find function. The line below the cal¬ 
endar asks you to type a string. Type the date, time, and/or 
description for which you wish to search. 

You can type all or only part of a description. For example, 
you can type To to find Review Bar_to.n project. Meet¬ 

ing tomorrow, and Go to_ dentist. (The Find function 
does not distinguish between upper and lowercase.) 

Press 1 ENTER 1 to begin the search. Time Minder searches for 
all events that match the criteria you entered and displays 
them in an event list. If the list contains more than 7 events, 
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use the space bar, [SHIFT | [T], and | SHIFT 1 fT| to move the 
marker through the events. When the last event entry is on 
the screen, the computer beeps. 

You can search for all event entries within a range of dates 
using the Find function. To display all events with dates 
that fall in the same month, specify the month in the search 
string. For example, type 05/ ["ENTER 1 as the string for all May 
events. Use the space bar, [SHIFT] [T), and fsPuFfl QF] to move 
the marker to a specific event in the list. 

If you want to select a range of dates that do not fall within 
a single month, specify / as the search string. Find then 
lists all entries. (All entries include / in the date.) Use the 
arrow keys to move to different events in the list. 

Return to the main Time Minder screen for today's date by 
pressing TAB 

Printing Selected Events — The Print Function 

Use the Print function to make a printed record of all or se¬ 
lected entries. Use Print in combination with the Find func¬ 
tion to print a list of events for a given date or subject. 

Before you begin, be sure your printer is properly connected 
to your computer and ready to print. If the printer is off line 
or improperly connected. Time Minder ignores the function 
and sounds a beep. 

Position the marker on the first item you want to print. Press 
l_F5j or [p] to choose the Print function. Use [7] to move the 
event marker down the list to the last event entry you want 
to print. Press | ENTER 1 to print the list of consecutive entries. 
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When you choose the Print function, the label line at the 
bottom of the screen changes to display the Print options. 

F6~| or [a] prints all entries in the list beginning with the 
currently marked event. Press [ F8 | or (IT) to cancel the Print 
function. 

Computing an Expense Report — 
The Expense Function 

The Expense function can generate an expense report for a 
selected group of entries. (The expense data is entered with 
the subfunctions of the Add or Update function.) The Ex¬ 
pense function locates expense data entered in both ap¬ 
pointment and note entries, and compiles totals for all 
expense types. The report appears both on the screen and 
in printed form. 

To begin, select the events you want to include in the ex¬ 
pense report. {You may want to use the Find function.) Next, 
position the marker on the first event you want to include in 
the report, and press | F6 | or [T] 

Move the marker to the last entry you want to include, and 
press | ENTER ]. A summary of the expense totals for the se¬ 
lected entries appears on the screen. The summary contains 
a total amount for each expense category and a cumulative 
total for all categories. 

To include expenses over a range of dates, first use the Find 
function to compile a comprehensive list. 

The printer produces a tabular report of daily expense totals 
for each expense category. Composite totals for each day 
are also computed and printed. 

If the printer is not connected, only the screen summary 
appears. 
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Placing a Call — The Telephone Function 

Use the Telephone function to place phone calls automati¬ 
cally without leaving the Time Minder program. Your Tandy 
200 computer must be properly connected to a telephone line 
via its built-in modem and a Direct Connect Modem Cable. 

The telephone function can retrieve and dial a phone number 
from the ADRS.DO file. (Refer to your Tandy 200 Owner's 
Manual for instructions on entering data into the ADRS.DO 
file.) 

Press \Tl 1 or [T] to choose the Telephone function. The 
screen clears except for the FIND : prompt. 

Type the name of the person whose number you want to 
call, or type a sufficient string to identify that name, and 

press | ENTER |. If you press | ENTER 1 without specifying a 

search string, the computer displays the first item in the 
ADRS.DO file. 

The label line at the bottom of the screen changes when the 
name or string is found. Press [?2J or [c] (Call) to dial the 
number; press [F3] (More) to view additional entries or [~F4~1 
(Quit) to return to the main Time Minder screen. 

When you place a call, the numbers appear on the screen 
as they are dialed. Pick up the receiver before the last num¬ 

ber appears on the screen. (The modem attempts to dial the 

telephone number whether or not the telephone is connected.) 

After placing the call, the computer asks you to specify a 
new string for the Find function. Answer the prompt by en¬ 
tering a string or simply pressing [ENTER |. Then, make addi¬ 
tional calls, or press | F4 ] to return to the main Time Minder 
screen. 
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If you type a string at the FIND : prompt, the first entry in 
the ADRS.DO file that matches the string is displayed. 
When you press fF3] or [¥] to view more entries, the next 
matching item is displayed. A beep indicates that no other 

entries contain the specified string. 

If you do not specify a string at the FIND : prompt, the 

computer displays the file's entries sequentially. Each time 
you request more by pressing f~F3~] or the screen shows 
another entry. When you reach the last entry in the file. 

Time Minder responds with a beep, and returns to the cal¬ 
endar display. 

Press [~F4~1 or [o] to quit the Telephone function and return to 
the main Time Minder screen. Note that you cannot use the 

Quit subfunction at the FIND : prompt or during dialing, 
when the label line is not displayed. (Press [ ENTER ] at the 
FIND : prompt to redisplay the label line.) 
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CHAPTER 3/TEXT-WRITER 

MULTI SOLUTIONS Text-Writer works in conjunction with 
your Tandy 200 text editor to give you many of the word pro¬ 

cessing features of larger word processing programs. A spe¬ 
cial Text-Writer feature is the Mail Merge. Mail Merge lets 
you produce multiple mailings in a mailing list type appli¬ 
cation. You can also choose fields from the Data Manager 
program to include in Text-Writer documents. 

If you are already familiar with the Tandy 200 Text applica¬ 
tion, you are well on the way to knowing how to use the 

Text-Writer word processor to prepare, edit, and print docu¬ 

ments; edit printing formats; and produce variable letters 
(Mail Merge). 

To begin using MULTI SOLUTIONS Text-Writer, position the 
cursor over MULSOL at the Tandy 200 Main Menu, and press 
Center]. The MULTI SOLUTIONS Menu appears: 

i!!ii! 

it 

MULTI SOLUTIONS 

lijijj 

ill 

'§ 
iiiiii 

DMofr - Data Manager 

Time - T ime Minder 

Word — Word Processor 

Press C.F5 ] or [ W ] for the Text-Writer word processor. The 
screen displays a list of all the files ending in .DO that are 
stored in RAM. The bottom of the screen shows: 

Word: Enter File Name;,,.,. 
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Respond to the prompt by typing a filename for the docu¬ 
ment you are creating. To practice, create a file by typing 
PRCTCE. A filename can contain as many as 6 characters. 
The first 3 characters must be unique. For example, you can¬ 
not use the filename, MEMOS, if a file named MEMBER al¬ 
ready exists; however, MMBERS and MEMOS are unique 
filenames. 

After you enter the filename, the Text-Writer word processor 

Main Menu appears on the screen: 

TEXT - WRITER 

Text - Create / Update 

Prnt - Format & Print 

Mere* - Mail Merge 

Cntl - Edit controls 

The Text-Writer functions appear at the bottom of the screen. 

Use the functions as follows: 

Use the Text function to prepare and edit your text. 

Use the Print function to format and print your text. 

Use the Merge function to generate letters that you can 
merge with other files. 
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Use the Control function to change the default printer 
format settings. 

Use the Exit function to return to the MULTI SOLUTIONS 
Menu. 

Preparing Documents — The Text Function 

Use the Text function of MULTI SOLUTIONS Text-Writer to 
prepare and edit documents. Press Q-T] for the Text function. 
The Text function uses all the editing features and most of 
the functions that the Tandy 200 Text application uses. This 

function in Text-Writer differs from the Tandy 200 Text appli¬ 

cation only in that the \W\ subfunction (List) is not used here 

and (20 returns you to the Text-Writer Main Menu instead of 
to the Tandy 200 Main Menu. 

Press [LABEL} to display the label line for the Text function. 
Text's subfunctions are as follows: 

[ 1 is f°r fhe Find subfunction. Use Find to search for a 
specific string of characters in your document. 

[F2] is for the Load subfunction. Use Load to load a doc¬ 
ument stored on cassette tape into Tandy 200 memory 
for use with Text-Writer. 

® is f°r the Save subfunction. Use Save to save a 
Text-Writer document onto a cassette tape. 

1 ^) ts for the Copy subfunction. Use Copy to duplicate 
a single character or all selected text and store it in the 
Paste buffer. Select text with (Refer to your Tandy- 
200 Owner's Manual for more information on the Paste 
buffer.) 



fF6~1 is for the Cut subfunction. Use Cut to delete a sin¬ 

gle character or all selected text and store it in the 
Paste buffer. Select text with [ ¥1 [. (Refer to your Tandy 

200 Owner's Manual for more information on the Paste 
buffer.) 

[ F7 | is for the Select subfunction. Use Select to mark all 
or a portion of a document for use with either the Copy 
or Cut subfunction. 

F8| is for the Menu subfunction. Within the Text-Writer 
Text function, [re] returns you to the Text-Writer Main 
Menu. 

Printing a Document — The Print Function 

Use the Print function of MULTI SOLUTIONS Text-Writer to 
print prepared documents. Before you attempt to print any 

documents you create with the Text-Writer word processor, 

connect your Tandy 200 to a parallel printer and be sure it is 
ready to print. (Refer to your Tandy 200 Owner's Manual for 
instructions.) 

Note that when you print a document, you can use the de¬ 
fault settings for the page length and width, line and para¬ 

graph spacing, margins, and so forth. Use the Control 
function (fF3~!) before printing if you wish to change the print 

settings. Press [re] for the Print function. The following 
prompt appears at the bottom of the screen: 

Press any key when printer ready Exit 

Press any key. The document's filename appears on the 
screen while it is printing, and the 3 print functions appear 
at the bottom of the screen: 

Hold Resume Cancel 
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Press (TT) at any time during printing to temporarily stop 
printing. 

Press | F6 | to continue printing. 

Press (78] to cancel the printing process and return to the 
Text-Writer Main Menu. 

The document is printed with the format settings you set 
with the Control function (TT) or the default settings if none 
were set. 

After the document prints, the following prompt appears: 

Page Feed Y/N? 

Press \Y] to move the paper in the printer to the top of the 
next page. Press Qi] if you do not want to page feed. The 
Text-Writer Main Menu appears again when the Print func¬ 
tion is complete. 

Entering a Text-Writer Example 

For the Text-Writer example, use the Text function to type the 
short paragraph in Appendix B. Use this example paragraph 
to practice the various functions and features of the Text- 
Writer word processor. After you finish typing the sample 
paragraph, press j F8 ] to return to the Text-Writer Main 
Menu. 

Now, press [F3] or [7] to print the document. The following 
prompt appears at the bottom of the screen: 

Press any key when printer ready Exit 
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Press any key to start printing. After the example paragraph 

is printed, the following prompt is displayed: 

Page Feed Y/N? 

Press [3 to page feed for easy removal of the printed 

document. 

The printed document appears as follows: 

To Our Customers 

Congratulations on purchasing the Tandy 200- a truly 

revolutionary portable computer! 

This manual shows you how to immediately start using all 6 

of the Tandy 200 built-in programs, how to relate these 
programs with each other, and how to do many of today s most 

exciting and practical applications. 

The best way to use this manual is to start at the beginning 

and try all the examples. If you are in a hurry, though, 

take 5 or 10 minutes to read Chapter 1 first. Then skip to 

the chapter that interests you. 

After reading this manual, you can get in-depth information 

on the more feature-filled programs from the other Tandy 200 

manuals: 

. Tandy 200 Multipian Manual 

. Tandy 200 TELCOM Reference Manual 
Tandy 200 BASIC Reference Guide 
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Setting the Print Format — The Control Function 

Use the Control function to change the default print settings. 

Press {F7 j or (~C~] at the Text-Writer Main Menu for the Control 
function. The screen shows: 

length: :g§ Justification C^/N:.Riff 
Page widfcn : yy Para spacing tvl/2: 8"'ll 

|| ?■ imar g in : 18 L i ne spac i ng 1/2/3: I |f 
If Left margin: 18 Starting page: 1 ii 
!|Top margin: 6 Pages to print: 991| 
M fc> 011 o m m a r g i n: 6 He a cl e r /F o o t e r V / N: N 111 
I;No of Copies : 1 Pause between pages: Nil 
II "'v __-____—--n 
pHEADER Margin: 2 Just1fication N/C/R: CI 
rF?::; j 

j|FOOTER Margin: 2 Justification N/C/R: Cl 
r 

fcFirst Page Number: 1 j 
lEiilifiSiSsiiiiiittir 

• ■■■■-— - yu.i ■aw . 

The cursor appears at the page length setting. Use the de¬ 
fault page length by pressing | E¥TER I or [7] to skip the set¬ 
ting* or change the number by typing over it, and pressing 
[ ENTER | or f 11. Change the values for the other settings in the 

same manner. Explanations for the print settings follow: 

Page Length; 66 

The page length of 66 is the default value. Normal letter-size 
paper {8V2" X 11") uses a page length of 66. You can change 
66 to any number, 4-99. Note that the last line on a page is 
always blank. For example, a page length of 66 includes 65 
lines on which you can print and 1 blank line. 
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Page Width: 80 

The default value of 80 characters is the number of charac¬ 
ters which can be printed across a letter-size sheet. You can 
change the page width to any number between 15-132. 

Right Mar g i n : 10 

The number of spaces from the right margin to the right 
edge of the paper. You can change the right margin to any 
number from 0 to a figure that is less than half the value of 
the page width. For example, on a page with a width of 80, 
a right margin can be 0-39. 

Left Margin: 10 

The number of spaces from the left edge of the paper to the 
left margin. The default is 10, but you can change the mar¬ 

gin from 0 to a figure that is less than half the value for 
page width. 

Top Margin: 6 

The top margin establishes the number of lines that you 
want to leave between the top of the paper and the first line 
of printed text. The default is 6, but you can change the top 
margin to any number from 0 to a figure that is less than 
half the value for page length. 
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Bottom Margin: 6 

The bottom margin determines the number of lines to leave 
between the bottom edge of the paper and the last printed 
line of text. You can change the default of 6 to any number 
from 0 to a figure that is less than half the value for page 
length. 

Number of Copies: 1 

Change this setting to print multiple copies of the document. 
You can print as many as 99 copies of a document at a time. 

Justification Code N/C/R: R 

Press [r] to print your document right-justified (aligned on 
the right edge). Press [~N~| for no right-justification (a ragged 
right edge). Press [IT] to center your text. 

Para Spacing: 0 

You can choose 0, 1, or 2 extra blank lines between para¬ 
graphs. The default is 0. 

Line Spacing: 1 

The default value, 1, indicates single line spacing. You can 

change the value to 2 (double line spacing) or 3 (triple line 
spacing). 
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Star ting Page: 1 

This setting determines the page at which printing starts. If 
you set a value of 10, the first 9 pages do not print, and 
printing starts at page 10. You can set any starting page 
value (1-99) based on the maximum number of pages to 
print. 

Pages to Print: 99 

This setting determines the maximum number of pages that 
print. You can change the value to any 2-digit number. 

Header/Footer Y/N: N 

If you do not want a header or footer to appear on your 

printed document, use the default, N. If you want a header or 
footer to appear on your printed document, press [~Y~|. 

The cursor moves to the Pause Between Pages setting 
after you press [ENTER]. If you choose to use headers and 
footers, you must also update the header and footer settings 

at the bottom of the page. (The explanations for these are at 
the end of this section,) 

Pause Between Pages: N 

Use a value of N here if you are using continuous-form 
paper. 
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Change the setting to Y if you are using single-sheet paper. 
Printing stops after each page so that you can change the 
paper, and the screen shows: 

Press any key when printer ready Exit 

Add another sheet of paper, and press a key to continue. 
Press [~F8~] to cancel printing. 

Header Margin: 2 

You can change this setting only if the Header/Footer 

setting is Y, The header margin, 2, indicates that 2 lines are 
skipped from the top of the page before the header prints. 
You can change the 2 to any single-digit number, but the 
value must be 2 less than the value assigned to Top Margin. 
(If the difference between Top Margin and Header Margin is 
not 2, the system automatically changes the Header Margin.) 

Justification N/C/R: C 

The default header alignment is centered (C). Right-justify 
the header with an R setting. Left-justify the header with an 
N setting (no justification). 

After you choose the justification, type the header text on the 
2 dotted lines. The text for the header can be a maximum of 

80 characters, depending on the number of characters set for 
page width minus the total left and right margins. For ex¬ 

ample, if the page width is 80, the left margin is 10, and the 
right margin is 10, then the header text can include as many 
as 60 characters. Leave the dotted lines blank to omit the 
header. 
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Special characters you can use in the header are: 

@ Prints the date (allow for 10 spaces after the @) 

# Prints page numbers (allow for 2 spaces after the #) 

Sample header settings might look like this: 

HEADER Margin: 3 Justification N/C/R: N 

MULTI SOLUTIONS Word Processor 

@ Page: # 

Footer Margin: 2 

You can change this setting only if the Header/Footer 

setting is Y. The footer margin, 2, indicates that 2 lines are 
left between the footer and the bottom edge of the page. You 
can change the 2 to any single-digit number, but the value 

must be 2 less than the value assigned to the bottom mar¬ 
gin. (If the difference between the Bottom Margin and Footer 
Margin is not 2, the system automatically changes the Footer 
Margin.) 

Justification N/C/R: C 

The default footer alignment is centered (C). Right-justify the 
footer with an R setting. Left-justify the footer with an N set¬ 
ting (no justification). 

After you choose the justification, type the footer text on the 
2 dotted lines. The text for the footer can be a maximum of 
80 characters, depending on the number of characters set for 
page width minus the total left and right margins. For ex¬ 

ample, if the page width is 80, the left margin is 10, and the 
right margin is 10, then the footer text can include as many 

as 60 characters. Leave the dotted lines blank to omit the 
footer. 
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Special characters you can use in the footer are: 

@ Prints the date (allow for 10 spaces after the @) 

# Prints page numbers (allow for 2 spaces after the #) 

First Page Number: 1 

This is the page number you want to print on the first page 
of your document. For example, if you change the setting to 
5, the pages are numbered 5, 6, 7, 8, and so forth. This is 
helpful when you break up your text file into more than 1 
file. (Note that page numbers print only if you choose Y at 
the Header/Footer prompt.) 

Continuing the Text-Writer Example 

To see how changing the print settings affects a printed doc¬ 
ument, make these changes: 

Change Right margin from 10 to 16 
Change Left margin from 10 to 16 

Change Justification from R to N 
Change Para spacing from 0 to 2 
Change Header/Footer to Y 

Change the Header/Footer settings as follows; 

HEADER Margin: 3 Justification N/C/R: N 

@ Introductiont 
o the Tandy 200 Pg: # 

Press [TfTj to save the header changes. Now, print the 
PRCTCE file. The document printed with the new print set¬ 
tings appears as follows: 



Addendum to 
Multi Solutions 

Cat. No. 26-3894 

Please delete all information relating to footers in 
the last paragraph on page 60. The paragraph 
should read as follows: 

.HY Turns on the header (for printing) ) ? 
,HN Turns off the header (for printing) / ... . v 

^ ° * setting is Y 

Radio Shack 
A Division of Tandy Corporation 

875-9388 





01/04/85 Introduction to the Tandy 200 Pg: 1 

To Our Customers 

Congratulations on purchasing the Tandy 200—a 
truly revolutionary portable computer! 

This manual shows you how to immediately start 
using all 6 of the Tandy 200 built-in programs, 
how to relate these programs with each other, 
and how to do many of today's most exciting and 
practical applications. 

The best way to use this manual is to start at 
the beginning and try all the examples. If you 
are in a hurry, though, take 5 or 10 minutes to 
read Chapter 1 first. Then skip to the chapter 
that interests you. 

After reading this manual, you can get in depth 
information on the more feature-filled programs 
from the other Tandy 200 manuals: 

. Tandy 200 Multiplan Manual 

Tandy 200 TELCOM Reference Manual 

Tandy 200 BASIC Reference Guide 
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Notice the date in the header. {Instructions for setting the 
date are in the Tandy 200 Owner's Manual.) You can press 
[FT] (Redo) at the print settings screen to clear the values 
you set and redisplay the default values. 

Embedding Dot Commands 

Y)u can also temporarily change the print settings within a 
prepared document. The process for these temporary 
changes is called embedding dot commands. Ydu embed a 
dot command by typing a period and a 1, 2, or 3 character 
command. Each dot command must be in a paragraph by it¬ 
self. Dot commands appear on the screen as you type your 
text, but do not appear in the printed text. The dot com¬ 

mands are carried out when the text is printed. A list of the 

dot commands follows, (n represents a number from 1 to 99.) 

.il Skips n lines 

.p Skips to a new page 

.P n Skips to a new page if n lines do not fit on cur¬ 
rent page 

.JC Turns on paragraph centering 
JR Turns on right-justification (aligned right edge) 
JN Turns off justification (right or centered) 

• Ll3 Sets left margin to n 
.Rn Sets right margin to n 
.Sn Sets line spacing to n (n is 1, 2, or 3) 
.Gii Sets spacing between paragraphs to n 

.HY Turns on the header (for printing) 1 Only if 
,HN Turns off the header (for printing) Header/ 
.FY Turns on the footer (for printing) Footer 
.FN Turns off the footer (for printing) , setting is Y 
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Practicing Dot Commands in the Example 

Now, embed some dot codes in your example text. Center the 
first paragraph, "To Our Customers." Move the cursor to the 
beginning of the paragraph, and type .JC I ENTER |. The dot 
command paragraph is inserted into the document before 

the first text paragraph. 

Now, move the cursor to the beginning of the second para¬ 
graph, which begins with "Congratulations . . . Type JR 
| ENTER ] to cancel centering and turn on right-justification. 
Then, type .LI5 | ENTER 1 to change the left margin to 15 char¬ 
acters. Also, type .R15 [ ENTER 1 to change the right margin to 
15 characters. (Be sure to press [ ENTER"j after each dot 

command.) 

Move the cursor to the beginning of the paragraph that be¬ 

gins with "This manual . . . Type .L10 [ ENTER ] and .R10 
| ENTER 1 to change the margins for this paragraph to 10. 

Now, move to the beginning of the paragraph that begins 
with "The best way . . . Type .L15 [ ENTER | and ,R15 [ ENTER-) 

to change the margins back to 15. 

Finally, embed dot commands for an extra blank line before 

each of the last 3 paragraphs. Type .1 [ ENTER 1 before each of 

these 3 paragraphs. 

Now, print the document so that you can see the effects of 
the embedded dot commands. The printed document looks 

like this; 
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To Our Customers 

Congratulations on purchasing the Tandy 200—a 
truly revolutionary portable computer! 

This manual shows you how to immediately start using all 6 
of the Tandy 200 built-in programs, how to relate these 
programs with each other, and how to do many of today's most 
exciting and practical applications. 

The best way to use this manual is to start at the 
beginning and try all the examples. If you are in 
a hurry, though, take 5 or 10 minutes to read 
Chapter 1 first. Then skip to the chapter that 
interests you. 

After reading this manual, you can get in-depth 
information on the more feature—filled programs 
from the other Tandy 200 manualsi 

. Tandy 200 Multiplan Manual 

Tandy 200 TELCOM Reference Manual 

. Tandy 200 BASIC Reference Guide 



Using Special Printer Codes 

Text-Writer also includes a file, called PRT.DO, that con¬ 
tains the necessary information for underlining and boldfac¬ 

ing text. These features are available on the Tandy Daisy 
Wheel, Tandy DWP, and Tandy DMP printers that support 

the underline and boldface modes. If you are using one of 
these printers, no changes are needed to the PRT.DO file to 
underline or boldface text in a document. Simply type AB be¬ 
fore any text you want to boldface, and type after it. Type 
"U before any text you want to underline, and type " to turn 

off underlining. 

If you are using a different printer and it supports special 

printer codes, you must include your printer s codes for these 
features in the PRT.DO file before you use them in your doc¬ 

uments. (You implement a special printer code in a document 

in the same manner: type a caret and the code letter to turn 

it on; type a caret to turn it off.) 

If you are using a different printer, find the special print fea¬ 
ture codes available in your printer owner's manual. Make a 
note of the code that turns a print feature on and the code 
that turns it off. Be aware that printers differ from one an¬ 

other in the codes that apply. 

From the Tandy 200 Main Menu, choose the TEXT applica¬ 
tion, and open the PRT.DO file. Decide on a letter that re¬ 
minds you of the print mode. For example, use U for 
underline and B for boldface. (You can use any letter.) Enter 
the code for turning on underline (using your own printer s 
code) by typing the letter, the on code, a slash, and the off 

code, for example, U0F/0E. 

Enter the code for turning on the boldface in the same man¬ 

ner, for example, B1B1F/1B20. 
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If your printer (Tandy or other) supports both underline and 

boldface, you can create another code in the PRT.DO file for 
this combination. For most Tandy printers, this code is: 

X1B1F0F/0E1B20 

X refers to the letter you use to implement the code. Notice 

that you include the code for turning on boldface (IBIF), the 
code for turning on underlining (0F), the slash, the code for 

turning off underlining (0E), and the code for turning off 
boldface (1B20). 

Underlining and Boldfacing Your Example Text 

After you update the PRT.DO file with your special printer 
codes (if necessary), press (H) to return to the Tandy 200 

Main Menu, and return to MULTI SOLUTIONS and Text- 

Writer. Press (Tf) for the Text function, and open the PRCTCE 
file. 

To underline the words, "To Our Customers," type *U at the 
beginning of the paragraph, and type A at the end of it. 
turns on the underline feature, and A turns it off. If you are 

using a non-Tandy printer or designed your own codes, use 
the appropriate letter. 

The paragraph looks like this on the screen: 

*UTo Our Customers*^ 

Move the cursor to the bottom of the document, to the first 
application manual name. Type *B at the beginning of the 
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first name, and type * at the end of the last name. Again, if 
you designed your own codes, use the appropriate letter. 

The paragraphs look like this on the screen: 

*B. Tandy 200 Multiplan Manual^ 

. !◄ 

. Tandy 200 TELCOM Reference ManuaH 

. 

. Tandy 200 BASIC Reference GuideA*4 

Press to return to the Text-Writer Main Menu, and press 

f~F3~| for the Print function. The printed example document ap¬ 

pears as follows: 
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01/04/85 Introduction to the Tandy 200 Pg: 1 

To Our Customers 

Congratulations on purchasing the Tandy 200—a 
truly revolutionary portable computeri 

This manual shows you how to immediately start using all 6 
of the Tandy 200 built-in programs, how to relate these 
programs with each other, and how to do many of today's most 
exciting and practical applications. 

The best way to use this manual is to start at the 
beginning and try all the examples. If you are in 
a hurry, though, take 5 or 10 minutes to read 
Chapter 1 first. Then skip to the chapter that 
interests you. 

After reading this manual, you can get in-depth 
information on the more feature-filled programs 
from the other Tandy 200 manuals; 

* Tandy 200 Multiplan Manual 

* Tandy 200 TELCOM Reference Manual 

* Tandy 200 BASIC Reference Guide 
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Generating Form Letters — The Mail Merge Function 

Use the Mail Merge function to generate several copies of a 
letter with only slight changes (for example, unique names 
and addresses for each). This process is referred to as creat 
ing a form letter. The unique data in the letters is taken 
from fields in the Data Manager records. 

Before you use the Mail Merge function, compose your letter 
with the Text-Writer Text function. To include a Data Man¬ 
ager field, insert the field's label (from the form layout), sur¬ 
rounded by brackets. For example, to include a field that is 
labeled NAME: in the Data Manager form layout, type 
[NAME:] in your form letter. 

Composing an Example Letter 

Use the Text function to compose the following example 
memo, which includes field headings from the sample Data 
Manager records you entered earlier: 

A.B.C. Company I ENTER 

Office Memo [ ENTER"] 

Re: Stock Option Plan [ ENTER ; 
j enter" 

December 31, 1985 [ENTER] 
1 ENTER 1 f_, 
TO: [FIRST NAME;] [LAST NAME:] [_ENlEjr 
FROM: Sam Wittingham, V.P. I ENTER] 

| ENTER | 
Dear [FIRST NAME:], f ENTER] 

enter"! 
I am very pleased to announce a special stock 
purchase option, being made available by the company 
for all employees who have contributed to the plan for 
two years or more. [ ENTER j 

1 enter" | 
[FIRST NAME:], since you do subscribe to the stock 
plan, and since your start date is recorded as [DATE 
STARTED:], you meet the qualifications. 1 ENTER] 

Inter-] 
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You will be receiving more news shortly at your home 

address; [ADDRESS:], [CITY:], [ST.], [ZIP:]. Please 
inform us of any address changes. I^NTER | 
| ENTER 1 

Sincerely. [ ENTER 
Sam | ENTER 

Be sure you spell the field names in the letter exactly as 
they were spelled in Data Manager. 

Generating the Example Form Letters 

For this example, send the memo only to selected employees. 
Press fF8~| to return to the Text-Writer Main Menu, and press 
f~F5~] or [m] for the Mail Merge function. 

The following prompt appears: 

Dmgr:Enter File Name 

Type STAFF, and press [ ENTER ] to use the data from the 
STAFF file. (You can press j ENTER | to use the displayed 
filename.) 

The layout form for the selected Data Manager file appears. 

To send this memo to only those employees who have been 

members of the stock plan since before December 31, 1985, 
type = Y in the STOCK PLAN: field and <83/12/31 in the 
DATE STARTED: field to make your selection. 

Press [ F5 | to select the records that match the criteria en¬ 
tered. Then, press any key when you are ready to print the 
letters. 
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The letters are printed, one by one, for each of the staff 
meeting the selection criteria. The first and last name, com¬ 

plete address, and stock plan start date is included for each 

letter, as follows: 

<& 5' -j 

9 

c c<?jr pi*11 

0V0*lVtO ^ v\ai*** 
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Using the Paste Buffer With the Text-Writer Example 

Return to the MULTI SOLUTIONS Menu, and access the Data 
Manager program and the STAFF file. Then, use the Data 
Manager Copy Reports function (QT)) to create a report and 
store it in the paste buffer. (Designate the LAST NAME field 
as column 3 and the FIRST NAME field as column 2; use 

STOCK PLAN: = Y and DATE STARTED: <83/1 2/31 as the 
selection criteria—for staff members who have been notified 
of the special stock purchase option.) 

Now, create a new document named STKLTR with the Text- 
Writer word processor. Type the first part of the STKLTR doc¬ 
ument, a memo informing the Vice President of the stock 
purchase notification, as follows: 

A.B.C. Company [ENTER 
Office Memo [enter] 

Re: Special Stock Purchase [ENTER 
[enter] 

To: Mr. Sam Wittingham, V.P. | ENTER 
| ENTER 1 

The following staff members, who have 
contributed to the stock plan for more 
than 2 years, have been notified of the 
special stock purchase. | ENTER | 
(“enter- 

Press [ PASTE ] to insert the names of the staff members into 
your document. The information appears at the bottom of 
your document as follows: 

FIRST NAME LAST NAME 

G1 o r i a 
Joe 
Clara 

Wilson 
Manning 
King 
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You can edit this text like any other text; you can delete the 
field headings and the extra spaces between the first and 

last names, for example. Now, add the following closing 

lines to the memo, and press f~F8~) to save the memo and re¬ 
turn to the Text-Writer Main Menu: 

I ENTER j 

The option is being accepted by each 
employee notified, j ENTER 1 

[ ENTER 1 

[ENTER 1 

Sincerely, | ENTER 

[ENTER 1 

ENTER 1 

Clara King [ ENTER 

Vice President ENTER 

Press [~kT| to print the letter, which looks something like this: 

A.B.C. Company 
Office Memo 
Re: Special Stock Purchase 

To: Mr, Sam Wittingham, v.P, 

The following staff members, who have contributed to the 
stock plan for more than 2 years, have been notified of the 
special stock purchase* 

Gloria Wilson 
Joe Manning 
Clara King 

The option is being accepted by each employee notified. 

Sincerely, 

Clara King 
Vice President 
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APPENDIX A / EXAMPLES FOR DATA MANAGER 

Names and other information to be used for Data Manager 
practice: 

Wilson, Gloria 

1752 Bluebonnet Circle 
Fort Worth, TX 76102 

817-244-3298 Started 07/12/79 
Sales Manager 

Age 48 Dependents 1 

Medical Y Type Coverage regular 
Stock Plan Y Started 79/10/12 

Manning, Joe 
2134 Murray Hill 
Fort Worth, TX 76112 

817-244-3732 Started 03/25/82 
Systems Manager 

Age 36 Dependents 3 

Medical Y Type Coverage family 

Stock Plan Y Started 82/08/15 

Rose, George 
1234 Brown Trail Way 
Benford, TX 74902 

817-345-5656 Started 08/12/83 
Research Asst. 

Age 25 Dependents 2 

Medical N Type Coverage — 
Stock Plan Y Started 84/02/12 
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Anderson, James 
261 East Bowen Circle 
Brazosville, TX 75012 

817-322-4562 Started 08/12/83 

Managing Editor 
Age 32 Dependents 3 
Medical Y Type Coverage family 
Stock Plan N Started — 

King, Clara 
989 Winthrop Row 
Casselby, TX 74021 
216-324-6687 Started 12/02/78 

Vice President 

Age 50 Dependents 1 
Medical Y Type Coverage regular 
Stock Plan Y Started 79/04/20 

Horst, Robert 
89 West 15th Street 
Fort Worth, TX 76203 
817-356-0209 Started 07/14/82 

Design Manager 

Age 41 Dependents 4 
Medical Y Type Coverage family 
Stock Plan Y Started 84/02/01 
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APPENDIX B / EXAMPLE FOR TEXT-WRITER 

Use this text (from your Tandy 200 Owner's Manual) for the 
word processor practice session. 

To Our Customers 

Congratulations on purchasing the Tandy 
200--a truly revolutionary portable 
comput er! 

This manual shows how to immediately 
start using all 6 of the Tandy 200 
built-in programs, how to relate these 
programs with each other, and how to do 
many of todays's most exciting and 
practical applications. 

The best way to use this manual is to 
start at the beginning and try all the 

examples. If you are in a hurry, though, 

take 5 or 10 minutes to read Chapter 1 
first. Then skip to the chapter that 
interests you. 

After reading this manual, you can get 
in-depth information on the more 

feature-fi11ed programs from the other 
Tandy 200 manuals: 

. Tandy 200 Multiplan Manual 

. Tandy 200 TELCOM Reference Manual 

. Tandy 200 BASIC Reference Guide 
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APPENDIX C / SAVING AND LOADING SPECIAL FILES 

To save Data Manager files on cassette, you need a special 
BASIC program to access the files. Type the following BASIC 

program: 

10 FILES: MAXFILES = 2 
20 INPUT "COPY FROM"; A$ 

30 INPUT "COPY TO"; B$ 
40 OPEN A$ FOR INPUT AS 1 
50 OPEN B$ FOR OUTPUT AS 2 
60 PRINT #2. INPUT$(1,1); 
70 IF EOF(I) THEN CLOSE 1.2: PRINT "FINISHED" :END 

80 GO TO 60 

Save this program as a memory file. Press | F3). When the 

Save " prompt is displayed, type: 

COPY" I ENTER 

Press [ F8) to exit to the Main Menu. C 0 P Y . B A appears in 
the Main Menu along with your other programs and files. 

Using COPY.BA to Transfer Cassette or Memory Files 

Be sure that your cassette is properly connected and is cor¬ 
rectly positioned. Position the cursor over COPY. BA, and 
press I ENTER |. The names of all your files are displayed, as 

well as: 

COPY FROM? 

Respond with the appropriate name. If you are saving a file 
from memory to tape, answer with the filename, including 

the extension, and press j ENTER ]. If, instead, you are loading 
a file from tape to memory, answer with CAS: and the name 
of the file as it is stored on tape, and press [ ENTER 
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COPY TO? 

If you are saving a file from memory to tape, answer with 

CAStFILENAME, including the extension, and press | ENTER I. 
If you are loading a tape to memory, answer with the 
FILENAME. 

After the file is completely transferred, FINISHED appears 
on the screen. 

To save the writer control file on cassette, be sure the cas¬ 
sette is properly connected and the tape is correctly 
positioned. 

1. Position the cursor on BASIC, and press [ ENTER 1. 

2. Type LOADM "PRCCTL.CCT fENTER". 

3. The screen displays the top and end addresses of the file, 
for example: 

Top: 61340 
End: 61545 
□ K 

4* Type SAVEM CAS:PRCCTL.CO*',61340,61545 {inserting 
the correct top and end addresses), and press | ENTER 1. 

To load the control file from cassette, be sure that the cas¬ 
sette is connected and that the tape is ready. 

1. Position the cursor on BAS I C, and press | ENTER 1. 

2. Type LOADM "CAS:PRCCTL.CO" ( ENTER . 

3. The file is loaded into memory, and the top and end ad¬ 
dresses are displayed, for example: 
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Found: Fi1ename 

Top: 61340 
End: 61545 
OK 

4. Type SAVEM "PRCCTL.CO",61340,61545 (inserting the 

correct top and end addresses), and press [ENTER], 

5. Press [ F8 1 (MENU) to exit BASIC. 

You can refer to your Tandy 200 BASIC Reference Guide for 
further information on loading and saving machine lan¬ 

guage programs. 
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MULTI SOLUTIONS (ROM) is an integrated information management soft¬ 
ware package for the Tandy5 200. A data base, a time manager, and a word 
processor all work together to provide the necessary tools you need to solve 
all your information management problems. 

Data Manager, the MULTI SOLUTIONS data base program, is the pivotal 
program in this package. Data Manager lets you store, sort, update, search 
for, and print information in data base records. Not only can you maintain in¬ 
formation in Data Manager records, but you can also transfer all or part of the 
information to a text file for use with the word processor. You can also create 
a report rrom the Data Manager records for printing or transfer to an existing 
text document. 

Text-Writer, the MULTI SOLUTIONS word processor, lets you create, revise, 
format, and prim letters, memos, and other documents. Text-Writer lets you 
add boidtace, underlined text, and other special print criteria to your 
documents. In addition, you can include field data from selected Data 
Manager records to create form letters, mailing labels,, and other repetitive 
documents with Text-Writer. 

Time Minder, the MULTI SOLUTIONS calendar and scheduler, will help 
you keep track of appointments and other events. An audible alarm sounds 
to remind you of your appointments. You can also keep track of your ex¬ 
penses by allowing an expense entry for each event. You can print a report 
that l:sts and totals your expenses at any time. Time Minder will also 
automatically retrieve and dial any phone number you have entered (follow¬ 
ing the instructions in your Tandv 200 Owner's Manual) into your 
ADRS.DO file. 

Required Equipment 

* Tandy 200 Portable Computer 

* AC Adapter or 4 AA batteries 

* Tandy parallel printer 

* Portable computer printer cable 

* Direct connect modem cable (for auto dial only) 
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